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Hashers,
My time of GMship of the Northern New
Territories Hash House Harriers is sadly/gladly
coming to a close and one of my final acts is to
preside over the N2TH3 1500th Run, this landmark
in our history I am sure will be enjoyed by all: nonrunners, wimps and rambos alike.
We have a fantastic choice of runs laid on
for you in the superb hashing locale that is Lam
Tsuen, and we've wheeled out a couple of our
most experienced (geriatric) hashers – Dram and
Luk Sup Gow – to lay the trails.
The past year has flown by since that
fateful day late last year when GM Emeritus Dram
announced “And the new GM is...” Since then
we've had some great runs and a huge amount of
humour, mostly from the RA and GM2.
I wish to thank the founding fathers who 29
years ago formed this hash and without whom
we would not be here today, enjoying the 1500th
run. (Boring – Ed) I would also like to thank the
committee for organising today’s event and
everyone for turning up to make it such a great
day. (Yawn)
It has been my privilege to serve as Grand
Master of the greatest hash in the world! (Now
you're talking!) Some of you may doubt this
statement. If so, you are obviously not an N2TH3
hasher – come and join us on a Wednesday night
and you will soon be a convert. (Insert joke here)
Finally, stay tuned today, for I shall be
announcing “and the next GM is...” (better not be
me, sunshine).
On On for the next 1500 runs.
Billy Jizz
ps Now – at last! to get back to women and drink.

FLANGE!

Religious Bollocks
Bitches,
As RA of the New Territories it's been a
pleasure to sheperd our small group of backsliding, blasphemous, drunken runners – who parade
themselves as angels of shite – to the outer
darkness of the New territories. I hope we can
look back on this year as one where the true
faith of drinking heavily to improve our running
abilities reigned supreme, and those scoffers
wishing to dispute this are put in their place by
the witness of us waking up in time for work on
Thursday morning – albeit covered in sick and
smelling of wee.
The GM, N2th3 lucky gnome and chief
sinner Billy Jizz, has entertained us weekly by
speaking in tongues (I'm told it's called Geordie,
and there are tribes in England that actually
speak this strange language to each other) to a
depths of Gehenna, though speaking of the Little
Sai Wan, we've seen a marvellous conversion
by Gunpowder Plod from the LSW Cult to the
true faith of the NT. However, we were all much
saddened by the passing of his trusty best friend
Mr Bum earlier this year.
Stingray on the other hand had much strife
passing man's best friend recently, straying from
the narrow path he staggered into the jaws of a
local canine and almost had his leg mauled off.
Though Stingray still lives to tell the tale, we had
a timely reminder that the wages of sin are death
and the dog died (food poisoning I believe).
Those not on best friend terms this year
were One Eyed Jack and Mango Groove, as the
former decided to sprinkle holy water (Tsing Tau)
over the latter's amazing technicolor hoodie. An

unrepentant OEJ stood grinning at a wrathful
Mango, whom issued a fatwa and was not seen
for a whole week
afterwards. It was later revealed that Mango had
traversed the wilderness (Fanling) and converted
to a Muslim Methodist (where Jihad is served with
tea and cakes). A new Mango Groove now entered
our midst full of forgiveness and love juice, the
pretence lasting only a few minutes however and
thankfully we were soon reunited with the moaning old bastard that we know all and love.
Let us now take some time to lament
Golden Balls' failed attempt to reduce his biblical
proportions. As a challenge between Billy Jizz
and himself, GB
attempted to reduce
his burden to 200
lbs (from 260) by
the end of the year.
However due to the
temptation of beer,
cakes and chocs our
favourite horizontal
Goliath soon backslid his way to the
wrong end of the
bathroom scales. GB
has since attempted
to cover up his
sins by means of a
stupid hairstyle, but
it will take a few years yet before he can muster a
Despite this set-back the most holy run of
the year goes to Golden Balls, who cleverly placed
a check next to a ferry across a rather muddy

river. The pack, deciding to check across the river,
no trail on the other side. With the ferryman now
refusing to let them back across the pack had
Mango Groove, Walky Talky and Stingray to be
baptized with thick black sludge as they tried to
negotiate the river banks.
Finally some quick mentions: congrats to
Brainiac for the recent birth of his daughter; to
the Moontrekkers (All the Way, Velcro, G-Spot,
One Eyed Jack and Walky Talky); to the Wilson
Trail teams (Stingray, Wandering Wanker,
G-Spot, Billy Jizz, Stunt Double and your humble
for becoming born again and actually running –
yes, running – on the hash after many years of
abstinence; and congrats to everyone else who
has put up with this year's committee.
As for me, shall I pursue the ways of the
cloth another year? In the words of G-spot at the
end of the Raleigh challenge "No, no, no, never
again!"
Let us pray.
Our beer, which art in barrels
Hallowed be thy drink
Thy will be drunk, at home as it is in the local
Forgive us this day our daily spillage
As we forgive those who spillest against us
And lead us not into the practice of poncey wine
tasting
And deliver us from alco-pops
For thine is the Bitter, the Ale and the Lager
Forever and ever
bArMEN.

The Strip of Shame

– or did we really look like that?

The 1998 vintage: Bogbrush, One Hung Low, Fartypants, Luk Sup Gow, Mahali, Walky Talky, Zimmerframe.
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RELIGIOUS ADVISOR
EUNUCH

DEEP
THOUGHTS

CAN I HAVE
A VINDALOO
PLEASE?

GRAND MASTER
BILLY JIZZ

THERE IS
A GOD

BATILOGS
...MMM

BEER
BIG MOANY

GRAND MASTER II
MANGO GROOVE
VELCRO LIPS

Who mismanaged all year
with a LOT of help from
RELIGIOUS ADVISOR II
WALKY TALKY
BOLLOCKS
WHY CAN’T WE
JUST HAVE A
NICE ROAD RUN?

WEBBY
GOLDEN BALLS

LUK SUP GOW

CASH & HARE RAISER
STINGRAY

The Bespectacled Pig and the
Mystery of Anti-Hash
Hash Scribe Mango Groove describes how the jinxed Northern New Territories Hash discovered the identity
of its run-wrecking nemesis, the elusive and ominous Anti-Hash
Chapter I: Anti-Hash Redux

Chapter II: There is No Such Thing as a Free Beer

Chapter III: You Are All Going Down, My Friends

Chapter IV: What’s Mine is Mine

Chapter V: Not All Pigs are Stupid

Flashing Back
his time on the hash. A look of anguish crossed his hoary visage as he calculated how much hash cash he'd

Och, let me see now. Ah yes. Here we go then.

1 Who could forget Eunuch breaking his ankle
near Hok Tau Reservoir. Of course I was the hare
that night. I remember well the silly little sod
giggling away at the bones sticking out – the
ambulance chappies had given him morphine!

2

and our run (set earlier) involved running
torches coming up the hillside, thought we
disappointment! Good heavens, I was the hare.

3 There was a Halloween run at Wo Hop Shek
when we passed open, exhumed graves and
skeletons. One Hung Low was hiding in a tree
covered in a white sheet frightening the ladies,
particularly the Filipinas. A very dark, misty
night...

4 The eternal shame of Aloha Baby calling the

Fire Brigade when he got hopelessly lost in the
shiggy on a run near Ma Liu Shui. Hares Eunuch
and Dingaling had to lead the intrepid rescuers
retracing the trail as nobody had a clue where
he'd got to!

5 All the wonderful public holiday boat trips to

places like Peng Chau, Cheung Chau, Lantau and
Lamma, sposored by our tug-boat benefactor Big
Moany.

6 And then there was the run that passed

through housing estates under construction at Tai
Po. There were several lights on in these partially
completed buildings, but when Hash Horn blew
his bugle all the lights went out and a load of
illegal immigrants ran out of the buildings!

7 For quite a while the Northern New Territories

Hash was the domain of the "Tai Mo Shan Spies"
the chaps who worked on top of the mountain
doing all this cloak and dagger stuff. For a while
after they returned to UK, we went down to two
or three attendees – namely myself and Luk Sup
Gow. Incidentally, the spies, after being posted
to Scarborough, set up a hash there based on the
N2TH3 ethos. It's the only UK hash I've attended
that has anything like the vigour of Hong Kong
hashes.

8

Lines and at Ali Khan's on Route Twisk – eat all
you like and get well oiled for $20! Those were
the days.

9 We did a run from Sha Tin Police Station with

food and drinks in the mess afterwards. This was
long before the drink-driving laws were tightened
up, and as we drove out of the premises, pissed,
we were smartly saluted by the constabulary!

10 Somehow, stashes of magazines – featuring
saucy women in all sorts of unimaginable poses
– that had been seized by the Police and were
earmarked for destruction found themselves
being recirculated among the Northern New
Territories Hash!!
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When, Who, Why, Where, What
N2TH3 RUNS 2011
Run No.

Date

Hare

Event

Location

November

1450
1451

17-Nov-10
24-Nov-10

GOLDEN BALLS
STRINGRAY

GB Birthday
H4 Challenge

SHAM TSENG
SEKKONG

Bit long but a nice fire after
Reset H4 run... beer stop at Tony's OnOn opp.

December

1452
1453
1454
1455
1456

01-Dec-10
08-Dec-10
15-Dec-10
22-Dec-10
29-Dec-10

ONE EYE JACK
SPECIAL GUEST STAR
N2TH3
BILLY GM GIZ
BILLY JIZ AGAIN

St Andrews Day
Sausage Standard
Pub Run
Xmas
Pre New Year celebration

Yuen Long
Ta Mo Shan
TAIPO PUB RUN
Tai Po
FanKam Road

Easy run with Haggis served on site
Plenty of short cutters and plenty of sausages
A record 20 Pubs
3 runners with a pub stop thrown in
4 runners things are looking up

January

1457
1458
1459
1460

05-Jan-11
12-Jan-11
19-Jan-11
26-Jan-11

MOONIE
DRAM
GO WEST
SERBIAN BOMBER

Moonie Birthday
Drams Birthday
Pants Birthday
Serbian Birthday

The Moon
Fairview Park
Yuen Long Hospital
Fotan

good turn out for moon BBQ
good flat run and nearby restaurant
no pants no WT Gowest stand in
Lost in Fotan

February

1461
1462
1463
1464

02-Feb-11
09-Feb-11
16-Feb-11
23-Feb-11

EUNUCH
BOG BRUSH
LIBERACE
DINGALING

Repentance Day
Magha Puja Thailand
Valentines Day

Hok Tau
Wishing Glade
Tai Po
Sha Lo Tong

Camping
Run of the Weak
Usual Shiggy
Lost in the mist and Lost Dog

March

1465
1466
1467
1468
1469

02-Mar-11
09-Mar-11
16-Mar-11
23-Mar-11
30-Mar-11

GOLDEN BALLS
G SPOT
DRAM
PLOD
MANGO

Saint Davids Day
Great Expectations
Saint Patricks Day
When I'm 64
Kindergarten Graduation

Pat Heung
Sha Tin
Leafy Glade
University MTR
FanLing

Cock up at the start
As flat as a pancake not
End of the world - keep it safe
Nice jaunt to the police station
Fighting with the locals again

April

1470
1471
1472
1473

06-Apr-11
13-Apr-11
20-Apr-11
27-Apr-11

ONE EYE JAKE
WALKY TALKY
VELCRO
G JELLY

NONE
Ladies Month
Ladies Month
Ladies Month

Fotan
Sekkong Catchment
Kau To Shan
Ho Sheung Heung

Mystery
Twisted my ankle
New Spot
Cross Border Yoyeurism

May

1474
1475
1476
1477

04-May-11
11-May-11
18-May-11
25-May-11

EUNUCH
F PANTS
ZIMMERFRAME
MOONIE

Tai Mo Shan
Buddhas Birthday
Zimm Birthday
B Tits stand in

Tai Mo Shan
TaiPo
Tai Mei Tuk

Shing Mun Tunnels
WT takes us round TaiPo
Rogers new house
Select few for a gentle run

June

1478
1479
1480
1481
1482

01-Jun-11
08-Jun-11
15-Jun-11
22-Jun-11
29-Jun-11

STRINGRAY
BOG BRUSH
STRINGRAY
WALKY TALKY
DINGALING

NONE
Post Dragon Boat Blues
Riverside Romance
When I'm 34
Leafy Glade

Sha Lan
Tai Mo Shan
Shek Mun
Wet Wet Kamtin
Venue confusion

4 Hares for a Sha Lan classic
Bog Brush paper chase confuses
Gentle Circuit and Pizzas to follow
Many short cutters
Construction site

July

1483
1484
1485
1486

06-Jul-11
13-Jul-11
20-Jul-11
27-Jul-11

GOLDEN BALLS
GOLDEN BALLS
MANGO
LIBERACE

Victim/GoWest stand in

Nam Sang Wai
Route 3 Tunnel
Yuen Long
Somewhere

Ponds Ferry Mud & Lost shoes
A bridge too far
Welcome Myla
Chelsea v Kitchee

1487
1488
1489
1490
1491

03-Aug-11
10-Aug-11
17-Aug-11
24-Aug-11
31-Aug-11

EUNUCH
BIG MOANY
PLOD
BRAINIAC
BOLDEN GALLS

Kau Lung Hang
Kam Tin
Sai Kung
Kings Belly
Tin Shui Wai

With Beer stop
Guava knicking
Plods Dogs home
Virgin cock up
By my new rugby ground

September

1492
1493
1494
1495

07-Sep-11
14-Sep-11
21-Sep-11
28-Sep-11

LSG
T DREAM
G SPOT
TRIGRAY

When I'm 24 Birthday
Full Moon

CHINA
Tai Po
Kau To Shan
Tsuen Wan

Joy in the Motherland
Like a dream
Record turnout
The Two Bridges Suite

October

1496
1497
1498
1499
1500

05-Oct-11
12-Oct-11
19-Oct-11
26-Oct-11
29-Oct-11

ONE EYE JAKE
DRAM
TAGS
DINGALING
COMMITTEE

KH3 Standin
Wo Hop Shek Promise

Leafy Glade
Kau Lung Hang
Fanling

Classic from a class act
A touch damp
How can it be so difficult

November

1501
1502
1503
1504
1505

02-Nov-11
09-Nov-11
16-Nov-11
23-Nov-11
30-Nov-11

BOG BRUSH
CUTIE
PLOD
B JIZZ
MANGO

Dry feet at last

December

1506
1507
1508
1509

07-Dec-11
14-Dec-11
21-Dec-11
28-Dec-11

AGM
TAIPO PUB RUN

August

Mango Birthday

When I'm 54
Welcome to
My first my last my everything
Tin Shui Why

When I'm 44

You can ring my bell
1500th RUN SPECIAL

Jesus Birthday

Lam Tsuen Valley

OLD STUFF
Not really a history
The Northern New Territories Hash House Harriers
grew out of the mainly military Sek Kong Hash in
"We had seen notes of Sek Kong Hash runs
that took place in 1974 and at least one report of a
military hasher attending a run at Sek Kong in the
mid 1960s several years before SKH3 was formerly
established.
"Records show that SKH3 ran on bank
holidays and Sunday mornings initially, then
Sunday afternoons. In addition to the run every
Sunday SKH3 used to have a midweek run, usually
on Monday or Wednesday, but this could be any
day of the week. This was settled as a Wednesday
evening run, and eventually it was decided to
make the SKH3 midweek run into a separate hash
and N2TH3 was founded. The SKH3 GM Debbie
June 1983, as did an Australian Army Sek Kong
hasher called Geordie Pepper who was declared
1983 – consisted of Geordie Pepper, Sue Pepper,
Nick Williams, Debbie Williams, Doug Houghton,
Katie Elliot, Tom Collins, Jim Groark, John
Richardson, Billy Buck and somebody known only
as KK. The hares were John Chappelle and Mike
Shane.
Runs continued on Monday evenings until
1985, when Wednesday was adopted as the
evening of choice. The demographic was people
from Sek Kong Barracks, the spies on the hill, the
Australian Navy and civvies from Hong Lok Yuen.
Hash cash was $5 and a can of Carlsberg
cost $2.10. With subs presently at $50 a can of
Carlsberg obviously costs $21 now!
Cycling has long been a feature of New
Territories hashing. The Northern New Territories
Bike Hash was established in 1986 by Dave Gow,
Jon Ford and Pat Fenlon. Peter Stratford was
its guiding light for many years, with the mantle
falling on Steve Reels with Peter's departure
a few years ago. Since 2005, when Big Moany,
Moony, G-Spot and Golden Balls hijacjed BJ's
Gammon cycling weekend there have been
regular overnight forays over the border, usually

Roll of Dishonour
Grand Masters of the North
June '83
Feb '85
Feb '86
Oct '86
Oct '87
Nov '88
Sep '89
Aug '90
Nov '90
Dec '92
Dec '93
Dec '94
Dec '95
Dec '96

Geordie Pepper
Pete Jones
Dave Copeland
Doug Bennie
Craig Hamilton
Richard Perry
Gladys Pickwell
Pete Lyons
Doug Miller (Dram)
Jon Ford (Fartypants)
Chris Higgins (One Hung Low)
Dave Gow (Luk Sup Gow)
John Edmunds (Letch)
Paul Petit (Inch High)

Jun '97
Nov '97
Dec '98
Dec '99
Dec '00
Dec '01
Dec '02
Dec '03
Dec '04
Dec '05
Jun '06
Dec '06
Dec '07
Dec '08
Nov '09
Nov '10

Peter Stratford (Loco)
Phil Quy (Loco)
Don Holland (Soleless)
Mike Cox (Creaming Lord Sux)
Roger Zimmerman (Zimmerframe)
Ray King (Stingray)
Eddie Dean (Mango Groove)
Paul Hitchcock (Eunuch)
Adrian Brock-Hollinshead (G-Spot)
John Moss (BJ)
Leslie Cheung (Liberace)
Pete Northam (Go West)
Tymon Mellor (Dingaling)
Steve Reels (Golden Balls)
Doug Miller (Dram)
Billy Jizz (Mike Kay)

with the assistance of the Hong Kong Cycling Tour
Association.
in December 1987, and every year since then
hashers descend on the hapless drinkers of Tai
Po and subject them to tuneless warbling and
discordant carols. The record of 20 pubs was set
only last year.
N2TH3 won the inaugural It's A Knockout
competition held in Sek Kong army camp in 1990,
ane event contested by all the hashes of Hong
the military on hashing in the New Territories.
A Northern New Territories joint run with
T8 typhoon, tropical storm Helen. The formation

Dragon Boating
waves in 1991 under the auspices of the Hong Lok
Yuen Association (where Dram was chairman),
and has provided comic relief for the spectators
of the Tai Po races ever since. In 1993 or
thereabouts, Hong Lok Yuen resident The Other
One used his corporate might in MacDermid
engeineering concern to sponsor us and we've
had a MacDermid presence on the team ever
since, with The Other One himself in the boat this
year.

of the T8 Hash was the result, established by
Dingaling and Tim Bywater-Lees. It is currently
presided over by Eunuch.
With the departure of the military in 1997
a large chunk of N2TH3 was lost. But the group
went from strength to strength, often attracting
packs of 40 or more in the late '90s. The two
worst attended runs had only one runner,
where the hare and the hound were one and
the same – an unknown saddo at run 172 on 26
November 1986 and Steve Pickwell at run 337 on
27 December 1989. The venue for that run is given
as "Bobby London".
Overseas tours are another feature of the
N2TH3. Recent outings have been to Puerto
Galera (2003, run away from SARS), 2005
(Yangshuo, biking, boating) and Subic (2009, with
an ascent of Pinatubo thrown in). Our Sek Kong
brethren often jointhese tours.
Only one woman has been GM – Gladys
Pickwell in '89-'90. One hasher has served as GM
and again in 2009. Perhaps more people can be
persuaded to take on a second term.
Now let's make history!
Much of this information was nicked fom Luk Sup
Gow's 1998 AGM book.

There have been many great moments. Who
can forget 2008, when we rammed by another
boat that we later found out was the Blind
Association? Or 2010, when we were thought we
could get in the medals but were banjaxed at the
start with the boat still at 90 degrees to the racing
line? Or the time we wore shower caps as part of
MacDermid traditionally provided a beery
dim sum lunch after the races, which was
tremendous fun. In recent years the After 5 (now
the King's Belly) has come on board as food and
beverage sponsor.
Ladies boss this team now: Velcro Lips as
the whip-cracking trainer; Tangerine Dream on the
rudder; and Hoover grooving on the drum.
Long may it continue.

The Gripester
Let’s get this clear – I love Hong Kong, I really
do. But I’m British, which means no matter how
good anything or anywhere is there is always
something to moan about. It’s in our blood. Too
hot, too cold, two’s company three’s a crowd…..
you know what I mean.
Anyway, an article for the hash mag eh? The
original idea at the behest of Golden Balls was to
recall one, just one, hash run that I particularly
enjoyed, and write about it. Compare and contrast,
remember all that nonsense at school? Well I’ll
tell you, I can’t remember one. That’s not to say I
haven’t ever enjoyed one – just I can’t remember
the details of my own runs let alone anyone else’s.
And if I could it wouldn’t help because all mine
have been crap. Compare this with either Mango
Groove or Big Moany. Pick an arbitrary date and
not only will they remember the run location,
the hare, the number of runners and the On On,
they’ll even know which T-shirt they wore, who
got lost and who didn’t pay hash cash. Having
said that, I do remember a female American
seaman (seawoman?) getting them out during the
circle few years ago – coincidentally outside Big
Moany’s country estate in Kam Tin – I think. I also
remember that up to that point we’d no idea she
was a woman.
Or was that the Sek Kong hash, or even Little
Sai Wan? See – buggered if I can remember.
So, do I have a memory problem? Is Old Timers
kicking in a tad early? I don’t think so. I don’t
remember being born so it’s not like this has just
crept up on me. I mean it’s perfectly normal to
ask the wife to wear a name tag which includes
birthday and wedding anniversary dates just in
case, isn’t it? Don’t want to get caught out do we?
Thinking on your feet I’d call it.
So where am I going with all this? Hard to
say as I sit typing in considerable pain having
been dragged up and over Lantau Peak yesterday
by an over robust Walkie Talkie, who cunningly
fashioned a photo shoot of me with the Ngong
Ping Big Buddha in the background. Let’s call
him Boris. The similarity in size and shape quite
alarming and the diet starts tomorrow (for me

not Boris). Anyway,
I wondered what
Boris might make
of it all, looking
down from his
lofty perch. Like
me would he have
been somewhat bemused by the four heavily
muscled and tattooed local chappies bounding
up the steepest section – small Paddington Bears
dangling precariously from back-packs – and
holding umbrellas to ward off the premature
ageing effects of even the slightest exposure to
the sun? I ask you. It looked like a Mary Poppins
audition gone wrong. Can you imagine tramping
get off my land you bloody great queen!!”
And then there’s the noise. Judging by the
sound at the summit I thought a whole bloody
Chinese orchestra had humped all their kit up
to the very top and were doing a rendition of
was however a couple of Octogenarians with the
world’s loudest radio. God knows what Boris was
thinking – have you seen the size of his ears? So
what is it with the radio hiking thing? Not like it’s
tuned in to the weather, horse racing or the stock
market. I could understand that.
But Boris would certainly have enjoyed the
earlier, less steep ramble up through the monastic
vegetable gardens, spoiled only by one monk who
had a particularly dirty habit. Boris with backpack
and obligatory life-sized Paddington Bear. He
wouldn’t have enjoyed the taxi ride there though.
in Hong Kong? Taxi drivers who are convinced
forward motion is achieved by vigorously
pumping the right foot on the gas pedal and
minibus drivers who’ve managed to persuade the
transport department to raise the minimum age to
obtain a driving license to 85? You’ve heard the TV
mysteriously went out of control, mounted the
pavement and came to rest in front of the Billion
Rich property agency”. Are these vehicles haunted

by playful poltergeists and simply have a mind
of their own? Of course not. They’re driven by
old duffers who wouldn’t react to a pair of 38D’s
jiggling about next to them, let alone a red light.
Thank goodness the government reacted and

The Hazards of Hashing

red speedometers so we can all see we’re doing
120 through Mong Kok. I feel MUCH safer now!
Now, if Boris could be stirred from his
reveries and persuaded to take a trip on public
transport then I’ve no doubt he’d be impressed.
However, I get tired of being told in MTR stations
rail when travelling on escalators”. I frequently lift
my hand off (only for a moment though) to see if
I get reported by my fellow escalator travellers
– I even stood on one leg for the entire length of
the moving sidewalk at Tsim Sha Tsui East but
received nothing but cramp.
Anyway, me and Boris are going to see a lot
more of each other. I’ve got my Mountain Bike
permit and am planning to bring hiking and the
world as we as we know it to an end. I can hear
the gnashing of hiker teeth and indignant tapping
dozen to local media rags. You see, anywhere else
in the world you can cycle where you bloody well
want to. And so it should be here. And whilst I’m
on – can anybody tell me what we are allowed
to do in public parks? I tell you what we’re
not – all the things you’d normally do in a park
anywhere else in the world. Fly a kite, walk the
dog, skateboard, sit on the grass (don’t you dare!),

Soiled garments

with Serbian
Bomber
Like a willy
but smaller

the kite…you get the picture.
Now don’t get me wrong – I’ve always been
a great believer of well if you don’t like it…stop
moaning, get on your mountain bike and fuck off.
I haven’t because I’ve only just got a biking permit
(which tells me I MUST wear a helmet, well I’ve
got news for them. I like to feel the wind in my
hair as well as my shorts). But on a serious note
(C#) I certainly won’t be fucking off anywhere as
this is surely the best place to be in the world. Just
don’t tell everyone or they’ll all want to come.
So what has all this got to do with the Hash,
particularly the N2TH3 1500th Run? Absolutely
because the editor has been too bone idle to get
enough material together. Of course if it does then
it gives me the perfect vehicle to wish the N2TH3
all the best and many more runs to come.

Getting drunk

ADVICE FOR LEVERETS

Legends of the Past

Veteran hare One Eyed Jack’s distilled bullshit on
how not to screw up

The Development of Haberdashery in Hashus Newterritoritii

breweries were already in place at a very early
stage, as well as the dismal spelling.
Left: Run 415. Note the
development of graphic
elements, as yet still infantile.

this play-at-being-squaddies
example of juvenilia.

seen reaching out for new challenges, new horizons.

sallies forth in China foraging for sleaze.

Ha! Ha! Ha! Hash Fashion
Bogbrush is on one of his periodic forays to Heart of Darkness miles from his typewriter. In his absence,
we reprint this article from 1997. The names may have changed, but the sartorial inelegance remains the
same, characterised now by style guru Dingaling. Read on.
Picture a sodden, steamy mountain trail of the
isolated kind favoured by Letch and other sadistic
hares. Dark clouds are scudding across a bleary,
hungover moon. Through the night darkly a
strange sibilant voice pipes “Hash fashion, don’t
forget or I’ll have your willy.” A screeching laugh
follows.
I turn in the direction of this apparition on
the blasted heath. I see a white arrow dancing in
the dark. Woe is me. Is this an airborne arrow I
see before me? Is this the mocking arrow of Hash
legend that lures the witless hasher to the endless
trail, the everlasting down-down, beery nirvana?
Is this the arrow that enticed Eunuch to his bonecrunching, cordless bungee leap?
My heart races like the scudding clouds. Is
Suddenly the pale moon breaks through the
dark curtain of clouds like a dim soulless torch
to illuminate not a ghastly spectre but a grinning
spectacle. The arrow dissolves into Mango
Groove’s pearly whites. From the insane to the
inane.
With a rare stab of perception he blurts out,
“You all right Bog Brush? You look as if you’ve
seen a ghost. Just remember – Hash fashion or
your willy.” With that retort the clouds reclaim the
night at the command of Baron Samedi – GM of
the Haiti Hash.
Even the most illiterate hasher knows full
well that Hash Fashion is a poxymoron and if he
does not then he probably is one. Putting these
two ideas side by side is the equivalent of putting
Zimmerframe and Desperate Dan in charge of
Hash beer, Big Moany in charge of food, Loco in
charge of time-keeping, appointing Niggled as
Hash Ambassador, Letch in charge of girls’ PE and
inspiration, the concatenation becomes slightly
less bizarre and amenable to investigation, and
where better to start than the roots of Hashing.
As the old crocks (or cocks) brigade with
eminent members like Dram, Mr Floppy, Loco and
Luk Sup Gow will know, hashing began in Malaysia

after the war in a time of post-war austerity,
jumble sales, hand-me-downs and all-round hard
times.
In such an impoverished climate only
criminals and politicians had any money and
so the wearing of new clothes and new shoes
was considered an outrageous assault on the
civilized values of the majority of tatty, worn-out,
woebegone hashers who looked for all the world
like escapees from Fagin’s lair. Thus tattiness
became the hashers’ hallmark. Displays of wealth
Woe to the insensitive hasher who came in his
new shoes (really?). This must be soiled as soon
as possible in full view of the impecunious and the
impregnated with sweat, spores and athlete’s
foot from his very own new shoes.
fashion came under a new albeit unsubtle
meaty boys’ sport, developed from male gropers
with its liking for mud and grime. sat easily with
Hash tattiness. Some Hong Kong hashers like to
parade grimy, beer-stained rugger shirts with
game.
worldwide received a severe jolt up the gizzard.
Sixties fashion with its
namby-pamby, decadent

ideas of “love-man” was at odds with the hashers
bent for hurling insults, not petals, at all and
sundry. On rare occasions however, it was, and
at something dark and dangerous as if in sweet
revenge.
grunge, Hash fashion found a new source of
inspiration. Holy shorts, vomit laden shirts and
gangrenous socks found ready disciples in Hashes
worldwide. Suddenly it was cool to be a thing of
rags and patches, mud, sweat and tears. And so
it is today or so it would seem. Come then – with
a smile – into the grotesque and fanciful downdown of the hashers beer-laden dreams. Uncover
the secret desires that swim in that alcoholic tide
that swamps the reason and uncorks ambition.
See for yourself the arrival at the Hash Fashion
Ball – Cinderella Ball. Hashers as they really want
to be seen.
First to arrive are ugly sisters, dressed to

Things Don't Change...

The Graduate. Swooping in is Masterbates as the
fairy Godmother. Stop waving that wand around.
horse-perambulating Loco and Wung Hung Lo.
Walking slowly behind is buttons, none
other than your very own Mango Groove. Doesn’t
he look smart in his tail-coat and white socks.
Among the dancers are those irrepressible
leprechauns, all dressed in green, Orl Or Nothing
and Faggot.
Prince charming comes into view and in
keeping with tradition he is a she – your very
own Velcro Lips in a gymslip. What legs!! Now the
diplomats arrive. From that breakaway, northern
land of kilts and hairy knees come D-ram and
T-bird. From faraway Araby the appropriately
inebriated Sheik Floppy totters into view followed
by his Guinness bottle. The remaining hashers
in costumes of their dream just dance the night
away. Oh! Cinderella? Why Petal of course.

Soleless "I dunno...on the way to the run?"

The Northern New Territories Hash is a strangely
immutable entity, highly resistant to change, as
this episode, culled from the Run 896 report (May
17, 2000) shows. The author is unknown.

Bogbrush "I know that, but how do we get to the
start? Long Dong is lost as usual..."

Location: Kowloon Reservoir

Bogbrush "How should I know where fucking
south is you bastard."

Soleless "Just head south."

Hare: Creaming Lord Sux
Soleless "Oh yeah...erm...here's Eddie..."
Number of hashers 225
Number of hashers who were actually monkeys:
approx 200 – (although it was hard to tell)
The run
I guess there is a reason why the N2TH3 don't
go very far south. I mean, simply setting the run
anywhere south of Leadmine Pass always seems
to result in at least one car load full of complete
twats getting lost on the way. This week's Mark
Thatcher wannabees were Long Dong, Lost in
Macau and Bogbrush who phoned Soleless on his
moby whilst in transit...

Mango Groove "Look Bogbrush, just tell Long
Dong to continue along Rout 1, then turn off at
the junction to Tai Wai, if you get to Tsuen Wan
you've gone too far...bye." <click>
10 minutes later at the run start, our caring lovely
GM assesses the situation and announces "Right,
ru..."
Riiiinnnnnnnngggggg!
Soleless "Hello?"

Soleless "Hello?" 9bounces car off kerb).

Bogbrush "OK, we're in Mongkok, where now?"

Bogbrush "Soleless, where are we?"

Soleless "Oh Jesus Chr..."

